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Russell M. Selmont (SBN 252522)
rselmont@ecjlaw.com
ERVIN COHEN & JESSUP LLP
9401 Wilshire Boulevazd, Ninth Floor
Beverly Hills, California 90212-2974
Telephone (310) 273-6333
Facsimile (310) 859-2325

Attorneys for Plaintiff, HANK DAYANI as Trustee For H.H.D. FAMILY TRUST

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES, CENTRAL DISTRICT

HANK DAYANI as Trustee for H.H.D
FAMILY TRUST,

Plaintiff,

v.

CITY OF BEVERLY HILLS; and DOES 1-
10, inclusive,

Defendant.
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Case No. BC670810

Hon. Marc Marmaro —Dept. 37

VERIFIED FIItST AMENDED
COMPLAINT FOR:

1: WRIT OF MANDATE, AND
2. DECLARATORY RELIEF

Complaint Filed: September 1, 2017
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1 Comes now Plaintiff Hank Dayani as Trustee for H.H.D. Family Trust ("Plaintiff' or

2 "Petitioner") and complains as follows:

3 INTRODUCTION

4 l . Plaintiff challenges the facial validity of several amendments to the Beverly Hills

5 Municipal Code ("BHMC") that were enacted by the Beverly Hills City Council as part of Rent

6 Stabilization Ordinance No. 17-0-2729 (the "Ordinance"), adopted on April 4, 2017 with an

7 effective date of May 5, 2017. Specifically, Plaintiff challenges the following:

8 (a) Section 9 of the Ordinance added a new section 4-6-10 to the BHMC that

9 orders housing providers, including Plaintiff, to register immediately each of their rental units by

10 providing to the City of Beverly Hills ("City") a detailed breakdown of each unit, including the

11 current rent, the original occupancy date of the current tenant, and whether the tenant is receiving

12 governmental financial assistance. Furthermore, the City retained the right to request tenants to

13 verify the rent amounts reported by housing providers, so City foreseeably is also requesting the

14 tenants' identities. The City itself has admitted it wants the tenant verifications to "reduce the

15 number of appeals that are filed with the City." This rent registry, which City has mandated be

16 completed between July 24 and September 22, 2017, is anticipated to require the hiring of

17 approximately eight new employees (also known as full time equivalents) and cost over $2

18 Million Dollars. The City has threatened Plaintiff with penalties of $500 for each unregistered

19 unit in violation of Civil Code Sections 1947.7(a) and (b). Fwthermore, for a landlord, the

20 identity of its tenants and the amount of monthly rent paid constitute business records and the

21 City's insistence that Plaintiff provide this information is a search subject to the Fourth

22 Amendment. The Ordinance does not afford Plaintiff with any opportunity for pre-compliance

23 review before the penalties are applied (which is critical because Plaintiff, like many other

24 landlords, has tenants who have requested their identify, address, and other information be kept

25 confidential), so it runs afoul of constitutional Fourth Amendment rights. Equally problematic, it

26 impinges both Plaintiff's and his or its tenants' rights of privacy under the California Constitution

27 (particularly since the FAQ attached to the registration form states that all information is subject to

28 public disclosure) and has no rational nexus to any legitimate interest relating to rent stabilization
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1 and requires the submission of information in excess of what is permissible under Civil Code

2 Section 1947.7(g). Furthermore, enabling the city to make the amount every landlord chazges for

3 each unit publically available flies in the fact of the Costa-Hawkins Act, Civil Code 1954.50 et

4 seq. in that the intent thereof was to decontrol rent following a vacancy and allow the landlord to

5 set the new rental rate at market value. However, if prospective tenants are able to know how

6 much existing long-term tenants aze paying for rent controlled units, they can use that information

7 to artificially lower the mazket value and demand the landlord charge the new tenant rates

8 comparable with those of existing rent-controlled tenants, thus defeating the goal of rent decontrol.

9 Finally, a certain death knell, the ordinance fails to provide for the establishment and certification

10 of permissible rent levels as explicitly required under Civil Code Section 1947.8(a).

11 (b) Section 7 of the Ordinance amends section 4-6-3 to reduce the maximum

12 yearly rental increase from 10% to 3%. T'he City enacted this Ordinance without providing

13 housing providers, including Plaintiff, or tenants, a sufficient opportunity to be (i) noticed as to the

14 potential change in law (ii) heard on these issues, or (iii) permitted to participate in the process.

15 Furthermore, to the extent Ciry based its decision on any empirical data or evidence evaluating the

16 financial impact of the amendment to the Ordinance or a comparison between City and other

17 municipalities that have adopted a similar rent cap, most based on a vote of the electorate, such

18 information was never presented to housing providers. Taken together, these actions render the

19 Ordinance void for 14th Amendment and California Constitution due process violations.

20 Furthermore, on information and belief, City never even attempted to obtain an economic analysis

21 and ascertain the relevant financial impact to housing providers nor the likely downstream effects

22 to tenants (such as housing providers diminished ability to provide voluntary upgrades to property

23 or invest in developing new rental properties) and evaluate the balance of the hardships between

24 housing providers and tenants. Similarly on information and belief, City also neglected to conduct

25 any empirical analysis of whether City's housing providers had been raising rent near or above the

26 current rate of 10% or even above market levels that was in turn leading to displacement or

27 whether there was a pattern of No-Cause ternunations or tenant harassment in City sufficient to

28 justify the rent stabilization. Also on information and belief, City failed to analyze how it
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1 compared to other cities that either did or did not impose rent control measures, whether those

2 cities that did impose such rent control measures met their intended objectives, and whether a rent

3 cap decrease somewhere between the previous 10% and newly ordered 3% would be sufficient to

4 curb any legitimate concerns City had for tenants' rights. The City's failure to engage in any of

5 the aforementioned analysis renders it impossible for City to argue that there is a rational basis

6 between the City's goals of insuring that rent increases were within the law and curbing tenant

7 harassment, on the one hand, and the actual methods and means it arbitrarily and unfoundedly

8 implemented, on the other.

9 (c) Section 8 of the Ordinance amends Section 4-6-9 of the BHMC to require

10 housing providers to provide relocation fees irrationally based solely on the size of the dwelling,

11 rather than on less arbitrary factors such as duration of tenancy or amount of prior rent paid.

12 Fwthermore, this part of the Ordinance creates an improper regulatory taking, particulazly sincew

13 nuisance tenants who challenge a housing provider with cause eviction often are able to delay the

14 process by up to six months, which in turn causes good tenants who aze bothered by the nuisance

15 to vacate. Absent any quick and delineated process to appeal or challenge the relocation fee (none

16 of which presently exists on the face of the Ordinance), Plain6f~s 5th Amendment rights aze

17 violated.

18 (d) Section 11 of the Ordinance adds a new Section 4-6-12(B) to the BHMC,

19 which states, in part, "It shall be unlawful for any landlord to reduce housing services with the

20 intent, or for the purpose, of circumventing substantially all the requirements and/or provisions or

21 spirit of this chapter. A violation of this section shall be deemed an increase in rent to the extent

22 of the monetary advantage achieved thereby for the landlord or to the extent necessary for the

23 tenant to incur expenses to gain equivalent housing services by other means, whichever is greater."

24 'This part of the Ordinance runs directly afoul of the Ellis Act, Government Code Section 7060,

25 which states that no owner of residential real property can be compelled to offer or continue to

26 offer accommodations in the property for rent or lease and thus is preempted by State law.

27 Furthermore, it is also unconstitutionally vague, ambiguous and overbroad under the due process

28 clauses of the 14th Amendment and California Constitution in that it allows for multiple
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1 interpretations and the danger of azbitrary or discriminatory application. It is wholly unclear what

2 type of conduct or reduction of offering housing services would be viewed as such a violation of

3 this provision, and there are no safeguards in place preventing the City from using this clause to

4 unfairly retaliate against any property owner who properly and legally decides it no longer wants

5 to offer rental units.

6 (e) The new Section 4-6-12(C)(1) of the BHMC, created by Section 11 of the

7 Ordinance, also states that "A tenant may refuse to pay any increase in rent which is in violation of

8 the provisions of this chapter, and such violation shall be a defense in any action brought to

9 recover the possession of an apartment unit or to collect rent." While the BHMC does provide for

ld aright of appeal, it fails to specify when an order from the city's administrative boazd becomes

11 effective (i.e., before or after the exhaustion of the appeal). The consequence of this glaring

12 omission is that it allows tenants to treat a ruling in their favor as effective immediately and allows

13 them to refuse to pay rent increases sought by the landlord immediately. This in turn is a violation

14 of the Judicial Powers clause of the California Constitution (the "principle of check").

15 (fl Section 11 of the Ordinance also provides for Section 4-6-12(D) to provide

16 for attorneys' fees to the prevailing party "whenever it is necessary for the tenant to defend against

17 any wrongful action filed in court against the tenant by the landlord to recover the possession of

18 the tenant's apartment unit..." The. Ordinance thus unlawfully attempts to add, by local ordinance,

19 an attorney fees provision to the state unlawful detainer statutes that expressly provide for

20 attorneys' fees in only two limited instances—habitability and retaliatory eviction.

21 (g) Section 5 of the Ordinance creates a new definition for "Voluntarily

22 Vacated" which specifically does not include "the result of a constructive eviction of the tenant."

23 Section 4-6-5 of the BHMC, entitled "Vacancies", states in part that "Any dwelling unit regulated

24 by this chapter that is voluntarily vacated by all tenants of that unit...may be subsequently rented

25 at any amount mutually agreed upon by the landlord and the new tenant." The Costa-Hawkins Act

26 fully sets forth the exceptions to rent decontrol following a vacancy and nowhere in the statute is

27 "constructive eviction" grounds to deny a landlord the right to set a new rental rate, so this part of

28 the Ordinance is preempted. Furthermore, the term "constructive eviction" is sufficiently
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1 ambiguous and vague, both in respect to what constitutes such a "constructive eviction" and what

2 the process for deternuning and/or appealing whether there was such a "constructive eviction" so

3 as to violate the 14~' Amendment and California Constitution due process requirements.

4 PARTIES

5 2. Plaintiff is apart-owner of two (2) four-unit residential properties, known by street

6 addresses 149, 149A, 151, 151A, 153, 1531/z , 155 and 155'/z South Maple Drive, Beverly Hills,

7 CA 90212. These properties are directly affected by the Ordinance, thus conferring upon Plaintiff

8 standing to bring this Complaint.

9 3. On information and belief, Defendant City is a political subdivision of the County

10 of Los Angeles, State of California. The Ciry's headquarters are principally located at 455 North

11 Rexford Drive, Beverly Hills, California 90212. The City operates a number of different

12 departments in conducting day-to-day municipal operations, including the Beverly Hills Rent

13 Stabilization. The Beverly Hills City Council is a five member legislative body that sets local

14 policy for City.

15 4. Plaintiff does not know the true names or capacities, whether individual, corporate,

16 associate or otherwise of Defendants sued herein as Does 1 through 10, inclusive. Plaintiff sues

17 said Defendants by such fictitious names and prays leave to amend this Complaint when the true

18 names and capacities of said Defendants have been ascertained. Plaintiff is informed and believes

19 and thereon alleges that said Defendants conducted, participated in, or are responsible for the acts

20 set forth herein, and Plaintiff is further informed and believes and thereon alleges that some or all

21 of the said Doe Defendants are in combination, agency or joint venture relationships with the

22 named Defendant.

23 5. Plaintiff is informed and believes and thereon alleges that at all times herein

24 mentioned, each Defendant was the agent, servant, joint venturer, partner, and/or employee of

25 each and every other one of the Defendants, and was acting within the course and scope of his

26 authority, and each Defendant ratified, authorized, and approved of the acts of each other

27 Defendant. Any acts or omissions attributed herein to a corporation or other business entity were

28 authorized acts, performed by an authorized representative of said entity, acting with the course
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~ and scope of his agency or authority, and were ratified by reasonable representatives of the entity.

JURISDICTION AND VENUE

6. The Superior Court in and for the County of Los Angeles has jurisdiction over this

proceeding because this matter involves the validity of an ordinance enacted by a city within this

County and this matter is properly designated as a case of general jurisdiction.

7. Venue is proper in this Superior Court for the County of Los Angeles pursuant to

~ Code of Civil Procedure Section 394 because this is an action or proceeding against a city within

Los Angeles County.

GENERAL ALLEGATIONS

8. In a purported response to alleged "citizen concerns" that previously enacted rent

stabilization ordinance was ineffective "and that rapidly escalating rent levels were leading to

displacement", the Beverly Hills City Council passed the Ordinance without any vote by the

electorate on Apri14, 2017, with aself-imposed effective date of May 5, 2017. As set forth in

Paragraph 1 above, the Ordinance contains numerous provisions that aze facially defective because

they are unconstitutional (as due process violations or regulatory takings), impinge on housing

providers' and tenant's rights of privacy, are preempted by State law, and are otherwise so

arbitrary and not rationally tailored to meet any legitimate municipal of state interest as to be void.

9. On information and belief, the City modeled the Ordinance in part on rent

~ stabilization ordinances from other municipalities, including Santa Monica and Richmond, that

had been successfully put to a vote of the electorate, and West Hollywood, which is comprised of

approximately 80%renters and was incorporated lazgely to initiate rent control.

10. On information and belief, City is comprised of a significantly different balance of

landowners and tenants than the other cities that adopted the earlier rent stabilization ordinances

and has nowhere near the same degree of so called No-Cause evictions or tenant vacancies due to

escalating, above-market rent. On further information and belief, prior to enacting the Ordinance,

City made no effort to analyze whether City was comparable to any of the other municipalities that

did or did not have rent control measures in place, including those upon which City modeled the

Ordinance. On information and belief, City did not analyze whether cities that once had rent
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1 control ordinances and then ended rent control, like Santa Rosa, California and Cambridge,

2 Massachusetts, were more like City than cities which did not have rent control. If City did

3 conduct such analyses, it never provided this information to Plaintiff or other housing providers.

4 11. On information and belief, City failed to perform any type of significant or

5 empirical economic analysis on the impact the 3%rental cap would have, including whether it

b would in fact lead to a decrease in No-Cause evictions, tenant harassment or displacement,

7 whether it would impact the housing market (i.e., discouraging housing providers from voluntarily

S upgrading their properties or investing in other development), and whether a drop all the way to

9 3%was necessary to provide for the health, safety and welfare of tenants or whether a rental cap

10 somewhere between 3%and the previous 10% would suffice: If City did conduct such analyses, it

11 never provided this information to Plaintiff or other housing providers.

12 12. City not only failed to conduct the appropriate investigations and analyses but also

13 failed to sufficiently apprise Plaintiff and other housing providers of its intention to implement the

14 sweeping rent control changes set forth in the Ordinance. City never provided Plaintiff with the

15 opportunity to review the data and evidence City relied on in enacting the Ordinance (to the extent

16 there was any), nor did City adequately provide Plaintiff and other housing providers or tenants

17 the sufficient opportunity to be heard on the matter or participate in the process of determining

18 how the balance of hazdships to landlords and tenants should be resolved.

19 13. The City has already sent out a rent registry request to Plaintiff and other housing

20 providers, requiring that they complete the registration of all their units between July 24 and

21 September 22, 2017 (after extending the original August 23, 2017 deadline), or face a fine of $500

22 for each unregistered unit. That severe a penalty, even where a faulty registration may not have

23 been made in bad faith, violates Civil Code Sections 1947.7(a) and (b). The rent registration form

24 itself requests that Plaintiff inform the City, among other things, the current rent being paid for

25 each unit, how long the current tenant has been at that unit and whether that tenant is receiving

26 governmental financial assistance. For vacant units, Plaintiff is required to provide an explanation

27 as to why they are vacant, including whether there was a For Cause temunation or eviction.

28 Furthermore, while the rent registration requests do not presently require Plaintiff to provide the
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1 tenants' identities, the section of the City's website discussing what its required under the

2 ordinance specifically states that "tenants may be asked to verify the rent amount their landlords

3 have reported." Obviously, that would require Plaintiff to, in total, disclose its tenants' identities,

4 addresses, length of occupancy and amount paid, in flagrant violation of Civil Code Section

5 1947.7(g). Furthermore, both landlords and tenants have privacy rights implicated in keeping

6 known from others how much rent is being charged or paid and the disclosure of this information

7 to the City does not rationally serve any legitimate rent control purpose that couldn't otherwise be

8 achieved without having these privacy rights impinged, as well as defeating the purpose of rent

9 decontrol set forth in the Costa.-Hawkins Act. Moreover, City's official notices, sent with the

10 registration notice and Rental Unit Form specifically notes in the Frequently Asked Questions that

11 the registration information is a document which is submitted to a government agency and such a

12 document is subject to disclosure under the California Public Records Act, making the likelihood

13 of privacy violations a near certainty. Finally, neither the Ordinance nor the rent registration form

14 provides for a certification process for landlords to determine permissible rent levels, nor is there

15 any pre-compliance review for landlords who object to this search of their business records, thus

16 violating the Petris Act (Civil Code 1947.8(a) and the 4~' Amendment) respectively.

17 FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION

18 (Writ of Mandate -- CCP Section 1085)

19 14. Petitioner realleges and incorporates Pazagraphs 1-13 as though fully set forth

20 herein.

21 15. Petitioner, by virtue of being part owner of properties located in the City and

22 affected by the Ordinance, has a beneficial interest in City being precluded from subjecting it to

23 the clauses in the Ordinance set forth in Paragraph 1 above that aze facially invalid and void for

24 the reasons set forth therein an in Paragraph 13 above.

25 16. Petitioner has no plain, speedy or adequate remedy in the ordinary course of law,

26 and this facial challenge to the unconstitutionality and invalidity of the Ordinance is the only

27 course of legal action available to Petitioner.

28 ///
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17. A writ of mandate pursuant to Code of Civil Procedure Section 1085 is necessary

because various clauses in the Ordinance:

(a) Are facially invalid because, given the lack of evidence or analysis, they are

not rationally related to any legitimate purpose related to rent control {the 3%cap, rent registry,

tenant relocation fee and punitive housing reduction clause);

(b) Run afoul of Petitioner's procedural due process rights under the 14th

Amendment and California Constitution for failure to provide adequate notice or allow Plaintiff

and other similazly situated housing providers to be heard or participate (the 3%cap, rent registry,

tenant relocation fee and punitive housing reduction clause);

(c) Allow for the imposition of azbitrary penalties even if Petitioner is acting in

substantial good faith in violation of Civil Code Sections 1947.7(a) and (b) (rent registry $500 fine

~ and punitive housing reduction clause);

(d) Require Petitioner to provide tenant information in excess of just the

tenant's identity in violation of Civil Code Section 1947.7(g) (rent registration requests);

(e) Require Petitioner to provide confidential information related to the

financial affairs of Petitioner and its tenants in violation of the privacy protections afforded under

the California Constitution (rent registration requests);

(fj Constitute a regulatory taking in violation of Petitioner's 5th Amendment

rights (the tenant relocation fee);

(g) Are preempted by State law, specifically the Ellis Act (punitive housing

reduction clause);

(h) Are unconstitutionally vague in violation of the 14th Amendment and

California Constitution and could lead to arbitrary, inconsistent, capricious, discriminatory and/or

retaliatory application (punitive housing reduction clause, ambiguity as to whether ruling in favor

of tenant is applicable before or after appeal, new definition of ̀voluntarily vacated" disclaiming

"constructive eviction");

(i) Fail to provide for the establishment and certification of permissible rent

levels in violation of Civil Code Section 1947.8(a) (rent registry);
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1 (j) Fail to provide for pre-compliance review for landlords who object to

2 having to disclose the contents of their business records, in violation of the Fourth Amendment

3 protection against unlawful searches (rent registry);

4 (k) Are preempted by and/or contradicts and is inunical to the goal of rent

5 decontrol and post-vacancy landlord rental autonomy set forth in the Costa.-Hawkins Act by

6 making publically available the monthly rent paid by tenants in rent-controlled units, allowing

7 prospective tenants to use this information to demand below-market rates from landlords (rent

8 registry, definition of "voluntarily vacated" as disclaiming "constructive eviction");

9 (1) Violate the Judicial Powers Clause of the California Constitution (the

10 "principle of check") by allowing tenants to withhold rent prior to the completion of a landlord's

11 appeal (BHMC 4-6-12 (C)(1)); and

12 (m) Improperly attempt to amend the state unlawful detainer statute (attorneys'

13 fees provision)

14 18. Petitioner requests that this Court void those porrions of the Ordinance set forth in

15 Paragraph 1 above and enjoin the City and the Beverly Hills City Council from implementing

16 them.

17 SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION

18 (Declaratory Relief - CCP Section 1060)

19 19. Plaintiffrealleges and incorporates Paragraphs 1-18 as though fully set forth herein.

20 20. An actual controversy has arisen between Plaintiff and the City relating to the

21 rights and duties of the parties, in that City has attempted to impose upon Plaintiff an ordinance

22 that is facially invalid as set forth in Paragraphs 1, 13 and 17 above. By virtue of the fact that City

23 enacted the Ordinance, it does not agree that any of the clauses therein are facially invalid.

24 21. The actions complained of constitute a continuing controversy because Plaintiff is

25 exposed to a multiplicity of administrative and civil actions for excess rent, registry related fines,

26 and the imposition of damages, penalties and forfeitures against Plaintiff.

27 ///

28 ///
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22. Plaintiff requests that this Court issue an order declaring the Ordinances in

Paragraph 1 above to be invalid and unenforceable and that the City and the Beverly Hills City

Council be enjoined from enforcing the Ordinance against Plaintiff or any other property owner.

PRAYER FOR RELIEF

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffprays for judgment against Defendants) as follows:

On the First Cause of Action:

1. For this Court to issue a Peremptory Writ of Mandate to City to set aside and cease

seeking to enforce its facially defective laws enacted in the Ordinance, specifically the rent

registry requirements, the 3%cap, the tenant relocation fees, and the restriction against ceasing to

provide housing services;

2. For an award of reasonable attorneys' fees and costs of suit as allowed by law,

including but not limited to, pursuant to Code of Civil Procedure Section 1021.5, as Plaintiff

brings this action in order to seek enforcement of important rights affecting the public interest and

to secure significant benefits for all owners of rental property within the City and the necessiTy and

financial burden of private enforcement aze such as to make the award of attorneys' fees

appropriate;

3. For all other relief that the Court deems to be just and equitable;

On the Second Cause of Action:

1. For this Court to issue an order declaring that the Ordinance is facially invalid and

issuing a permanent injunction enjoining City and the Beverly Hills City Council from attempting

to enforce the 3%cap, rent registry, tenant relocation fees or restriction against ceasing to provide

~ housing services.

2. For an award of reasonable attorneys' fees and costs of suit as allowed by law,

including but not limited to, pursuant to Code of Civil Procedure Section 1021.5, as Plaintiff

brings this action in order to seek enforcement of important rights affecting the public interest and

to secure significant benefits for all owners of rental property within the City and the necessity and

~, financial burden of private enforcement are such as to make the awazd of attorneys' fees

~ appropriate;
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3 DATED: September 13, 2017
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ERVIN COHEN & JESSUP LLP
Russell M. Selmont

By:
Russell M e mont
Attorneys for Plaintiff HANK DAYANI as
Trustee For H.H.D. FAMILY TRUST
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VERIFICATION

STATE OF CALIFORMA, COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES

I have read the foregoing VERIFIED FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT FOR WRIT OF
MANDATE AND DECLARATORY RELIEF and know its contents.

I am a party to this action. The mattes stated in the foregoing document aze true of my
own lmowledge except as to those matters which are stated on information and belief, and as to
those matters I believe them to be true.

Executed on Septemberl~, 2017, at Beverly Hills, California.

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the
foregoing is true and correct.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10
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HANK DAYAI~TI as Trustee for
H H D FAMILY TR ST

I Print Name of Sienatory

~~~

Siena
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1 PROOF OF SERVICE

2 STATE OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES

3 At the time of service, I was over 18 years of age and not a party to this action. I am
employed in the County of Los Angeles, State of California. My business address is 9401

4 Wilshire Boulevard, Ninth Floor, Beverly Hills, CA 90212-2974.
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5 On September 14, 2017, I served true copies of the following documents) described as
VERIFIED FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT on the interested parties in this action as

6 follows:

7 Laurence S. Weiner, Esq.
Ginetta L. Giovinco, Esq.

8 Richards Watson &Gershon
355 South Grand Avenue, 40th Floor

9 Los Angeles, CA 90071
Tel: 213-626-8484

10 Fax: 213-626-0078
Email: lwiener@rwglaw. com

11 QQiovinco(a~,rwQlaw.com

12

Attorneys for City of Beverly Hills

13 ~ BY MESSENGER: Via ASAP LEGAL Messenger. I am readily familiaz with my
employer's practice for the collection and processing correspondence via ASAP Legal

14 Messenger. In the ordinary course of business, I caused such document to be picked up by
ASAP Legal Messenger and personally delivered to the parties listed above, on the same day

15 as noted above.
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17 II I declaze under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the
foregoing is true and correct.
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Executed on September 14, 2017, at
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es~ree oranger

From: Alfred Reyes <areyes@nationwideasap.com>
Sent: Thursday, September 14, 2017 1:09 PM
To: Desiree Loranger
Subject: Delivery Confirmation for Control # 31179349

ASAP /LEGAL SOLUTION ATTY SVC
PROOF OF DELIVERY

»DO NOT REPLY TO THIS EMAIL«
Sign: MANUEL VALLE
Del Date: 9/14/17
Time: 13:08
Advance Fees: $0
Reference#: 16182-1

Requested By: DESIREE LORANGER
Control#: 31179349
Order Date: 9/14/17
Service Type: DROP SRV SPCL E-TRAC

p/u: LEGAL SOLUTION ATTORNEY SERVICE LLC
1607 JAMES M WOOD BLVD.
LOS ANGELES CA 90015

Del: RICHARDS WATSON & GERSHON
355 SOUTH GRAND AVE.
LOS ANGELES CA 90071
To See: LARRY WEINER

Case Number: BC670810
Case Name: DAYANI V. BH
Docs: FIRST AMENDED COMPLA
INT
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NOTE:PLEASE DO NOT RESPOND TO
THIS EMAIL;THIS EMAIL ADDRESS
DOES NOT ACCEPT INCOMING EMAIL
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